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Hosting Event Requirements
Event Lodgings
Lodging requirements for the MCA peoples and animals





Water must be provided by the host for the animals at events
No feeding of horses or dogs (i.e.; treats and/or hay) shall take place by anyone other
than MCA members only
The MCA camp must be in close proximity to the horses at all events
All appropriate horse fencing or paddocks for horses shall be provided by the host
unless otherwise stated

Event Performance Safety




A headset and speaker system should be present during events.
A grounds martial shall be present on the demo/practice field at all times for safety of
the public
All spectators and peoples/animals not a part of the MCA demo shall stay at least 15
meters back from event barrier or 20 meters from clearly marked and designated demo
areas while demo is in progress

Event Travel Considerations
All MCA demonstration fees are negotiable; we ask that any host planning to include MCA
into their event kindly consider the additional costs in transporting horses from home to and
from the event grounds.
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Mounted Combat Demonstrations
Mounted Combat Arts has created some exciting demonstrations with our mounted division.
Below is a list of our current Mounted Combat Demonstrations we can perform at an event:


Mounted Medieval Movements of War
o This demo is to show and educate the public on how horses were used in war,
the maneuvers used against infantrymen, knights and other mounted cavalry.
We go through each movement and demonstrate its various uses in a combat
situation after the descriptions. This provides the public with a live view of how
it would have looked in action in that time era and we even make it more real as
we use the horse against actual footmen and cavalrymen.
Where other shows give you the movement and an idea, we give you the
complete experience of medieval mounted warfare.



Mounted Archery
o Mounted Archery can be done in combination with the Medieval Movements of
War or as a standalone demonstration.
This demonstration offers a basic understanding of how to start your horse
training for this exciting event, then goes through the different ways you can use
your bow wile mounted and the range of speeds necessary to accomplish your
shots and hit your targets.
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Ground Combat Demonstrations
The Mounted Combat Arts ground and stage combat division utilize their training to perform
stunt and stage combat, as well, historic reenactment. Some of our performers have worked
for many film recordings, television shows and theatre performances. This demonstration can
be included in any demonstration package to enhance your event with artistically accurate
displays of historical swordsmanship, as well, can be done in combination with our mounted
combat division.

Fun and Games for the Family
Mounted Combat Arts offers some additional fun events for all members of the family that can
be added to your event to include more hands-on experience for your guests.
SMACK-A-KNIGHT




A fun activity where one of our trained members stands armored on the demonstration
grounds and spectators (kids and adults) arm themselves with our safe foam weapons
and try their skill to perform maneuvers and techniques in attempts to take down the
armored knight.
This activity allows our instructors to engage with the audience directly showing them
some basic weapon and fighting theory with our key focus of historical accuracy.
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